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Editorial  
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Marketing in Asia Group (MAG) has consistently produced The Asian Journal of 

Business Research Since 2011. It is in the process of applying for Scopus and ISI 

recognition. Aside from that, It has also been conducting the MAG Scholar 

conference as well in order to promote academic discussion in the context of business 

in Asia, yet with a global perspective.  

 

In the spirit of sharing a variety of knowledge of Asia, this edition looks at important 

issues for Asia and its academics. The article by Mark and Law looks at Chinese 

market for green products. The study was conducted in Hong Kong to examine 

environmental attitudes and green buying behaviours among respondents.   Other article 

by Islam and Chandrasekaran determines whether religiosity influences the ecological 

conscious consumption behaviour among consumers in India.  

 

Thaichon wrote on Consumer behaviour in the Thai internet service providers. The 

research aimed to explore the characteristics and perceptions of Internet Service Provider 

customers in order to provide a general picture of ISP subscribers and enable more 

customer-focused market strategies.  The article by Henry, Guthrie and McLeod 

investigates how prices in supermarkets for consumer items are set. It also explores the 

changing power relationship within the retail food distribution channels.  The last paper 

by Loureiro, Sarmento, Lopes and Ki examines the effect of three factors of 

Servicescape on customers‟ emotion, perceived quality and image. The proposed model 

was tested in medical tourism context in Portugal and South Korea.  

 

We are in the process of calling for special topics and will highlight this in our 

website. We do hope that you will enjoy reading the journal and benefit from the 

knowledge shared. Our gratitude and thanks to all our contributors and reviewers 

without whom this journal will never be possible. The editorial team at the Asian 

Journal of Business Research encourages academic and industry-based researchers to 

contribute research papers and case studies for its peer-reviewed publication. 
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